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Abstract

A CBCT EVALUATION OF ROOT POSITION WITHIN BONE, LONG AXIS
INCLINATION, AND THE WALA RIDGE
Timothy R. Glass, D.D.S.,
Background and Objectives: Correct tooth position in all planes of space while respecting the
boundaries of the underlying bone has been proposed as a necessary hallmark to providing a
foundation of stability for the teeth as well as the supporting periodontium. The aim of this
study was to determine 1) If teeth centeredness over basal bone improves when teeth are
more upright or approach WALA Ridge norms 2) If teeth centeredness in alveolar bone
improves when teeth are more upright or approach WALA Ridge norms 3) If the WALA ridge is
located at or near the estimated center of resistance of molar and premolar teeth. Methods: 34
pre-treatment CBCT and mandibular cast samples of patients ages 12-18 were randomly
selected and analyzed. WALA ridge cast measurements were transferred to CBCT images. The
centeredness of the teeth within bone was then quantified. The WALA Ridge location was
measured and compared to the center of resistance location. Results: 1) No statistical
significance was found across the board for centeredness of teeth over basal bone when they
are more upright or approach WALA Ridge norms. 2) No statistical significance was found
across the board for centeredness of teeth in alveolar bone when they are more upright or
approach WALA Ridge norms. 3)Statistical significance (p-value <.05) was found for the center
of resistance and WALA Ridge being located at or near each other for all mandibular posterior
teeth. 4) Statistical significance (p-value <.05) was found for posterior teeth center of resistance
being centered in the alveolar bone regardless of the long axis inclination or WALA Ridge
norms. Conclusion: 1) More upright posterior teeth based on long axis inclination or teeth more
closely related to the WALA ridge landmark are not more centered over basal bone. 2) More
upright posterior teeth based on long axis inclination or teeth more closely related to the WALA
ridge landmark are not more centered in alveolar bone. 3) The WALA Ridge soft tissue landmark
is located at or near the center of resistance for all posterior teeth. 4) The center of resistance
of all posterior teeth can most often be found in the center of the alveolar bone regardless of
inclination.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
Correct tooth position in all planes of space while respecting the boundaries of the
underlying bone has been proposed as a necessary hallmark to providing a foundation of
stability for the teeth as well as the supporting periodontium. Although this correct tooth
position has been investigated over many decades, clinicians are still divided, and the extraction
versus non-extraction debate continues to live on. It is generally believed that when tooth
mass is too small relative to basal bone, interdental spacing or diastemas will likely occur1.
Conversely, if the basal bone in the body of the mandible is constricted or too small relative to
tooth mass, the teeth will be crowded2. To this point, successful alignment of the teeth, among
other factors, is dependent on the size of the basal bone in relation to the tooth mass1. Does
this mean that teeth should be centered over basal bone? What is basal bone and how does it
differ, if at all, from alveolar bone? Should we abandon the term “basal bone” and refer to
teeth being centered in alveolar bone or over “the ridge”? With the use of CBCT imaging
becoming more prevalent the search for these answers are being revisited because of the
profound clinical implications involved. For so many years orthodontics has been performed on
a 2D basis using mainly panoramic and cephalometric films. Now that 3D CBCT technology has
become so widely available new attempts to answer or at least clarify these questions have
begun.
The term “basal bone” has been used loosely for decades to describe the bone over
which teeth should be positioned in order to have superior stability in both function and health.
1

According to common authors, basal bone is the bone that underlies, supports, and is
continuous with the alveolar process3. The term “apical base” was first introduced by
Lundstrom in 1923 but failed to stimulate a sufficient response until Tweed presented it again
in 1944 as basal bone. Tweed defined basal bone as the bony ridge over which the mandibular
central incisors must be situated to produce permanence of Orthodontic results. The focus of
Tweeds research was to find the most stable lower incisor position relative to the underlying
basal bone to combat post orthodontic relapse. Lundstrom (1925) theorized that the apical
base did not change to fit the normal occlusion but rather the establishment of normal
occlusion was controlled by the apical base. In contrast Damon (2005) suggested that the use
of light continuous orthodontic force could be used in crowded cases to expand the alveolar
bone and maintain its integrity. Many studies including some conducted by Howes (1947) and
Downs (1948) have attempted to locate basal bone with little consensus. Not surprisingly,
confusion still exists among clinicians and researchers as to the location of basal bone and its
true relevance to stable clinical orthodontic treatment.
The Six Elements of Orofacial Harmony developed by Doctor Larry Andrews presents a
set of parameters and guidelines to aid in obtaining optimal goals for the teeth, arches, and
jaws. Element I infer an optimal arch when teeth are centered over basal bone and each crown
is inclined so that its occlusal surface can interface and function optimally with the teeth in the
opposing arch4. The key statement is function optimally. In order for teeth to resist post
treatment relapse there must be an environment of equilibrium between the masticatory
muscles, temporomandibular joint and opposing dentition. When treatment goals include
centering teeth in the bone many new avenues begin to become apparent to the treating
2

clinician. There are many schools of thought that do not believe maxillary rapid palatal
expansion is indicated or necessary in the absence of a cross bite. Many dentitions present
with teeth that are compensated due to underlying skeletal deficiencies. For example,
maxillary arches that are constricted in the absence of a cross bite would actually present as a
cross bite if the upper and lower dentition were centered in bone. As the lingually inclined
mandibular teeth are uprighted the cross bite that was not so apparent begins to come out of
the shadow and the true skeletal deficiency begins to show. This skeletal deficiency in the
maxilla becomes even more pronounced when the maxillary posterior dentition is
decompensated and tipped more lingual. Now by centering the teeth in the bone the clinician
can more accurately assess the need for orthopedic correction and allow occlusal forces to be
directed down the long axis of the teeth where there is more bony support. Andrews proposed
the WALA Ridge in 2000 to serve as a primary landmark for assessing mandibular arch shape
and providing a template for the maxillary transverse width. The WALA ridge is a band of soft
tissue immediately coronal to the mucogingival junction of the mandible and being at or near
the level of the center of rotation of the teeth4. This landmark aids the clinician in establishing
the correct arch form leading to the most ideal tooth position in the maxilla and mandible
relative to the basal bone4.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The objectives of this study are:
1. To investigate if the roots of more optimally inclined posterior teeth as defined by the
long axis inclination and WALA Ridge are more centered over basal bone.
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2. To investigate if the roots of more optimally inclined teeth as defined by the long axis
inclination and WALA Ridge are more centered in alveolar bone.
3. To investigate if the estimated center of resistance point is most often centered in
alveolar bone, validating the need to simply tip teeth to their ideal position.
4. To investigate if the current concept of “centeredness over basal bone” is ambiguous
and the term alveolar arch or ridge is a more accurate description due to its clinical
application and the fact that the alveolar process is the investing structure of the teeth.
5. To investigate if the WALA ridge is located at or near the estimated center of resistance
of molar and premolar teeth.

NULL HYPOTHESIS
1. The root apices of teeth with FA points more optimally related to the WALA Ridge are
not more centered over basal bone.
2. The center of resistance of teeth with FA points more optimally related to the WALA
Ridge are not more centered in alveolar bone.
3. The root apices of teeth with FA points more optimally related to the WALA Ridge are
not more centered in alveolar bone.
4. The root apices of more upright posterior teeth based on the long axis inclination are
not more centered over basal bone.
5. The center of resistance of more upright posterior teeth based on the long axis
inclination are not more centered in alveolar bone.
6. The root apices of more upright posterior teeth based on the long axis inclination are
not more centered in alveolar bone.
7. The FA point of more upright posterior teeth based on long axis inclination are not more
related to the WALA Ridge per Andrews’ Element 1.
8. The WALA ridge soft tissue landmark is not located at or near the center of resistance of
premolar and molar teeth.
9. The center of resistance point is most often not centered in the alveolar bone.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Alveolar Bone – is a specialized part of the mandibular and maxillary bones that forms the
primary support structure for teeth and is subjected to continual and rapid remodeling
associated with tooth eruption and subsequently the functional demands of mastication.
Apical Base/Basal Bone - 1. Orthodontic term defining a horizontal plane coincident with the
region of bone in which the apices of the roots are located. 2. The apical third of the alveolus
and the bone that supports the alveolar processes below the mandibular teeth.
Buccal - Term referring to the tooth surface of posterior teeth that lies adjacent to the cheeks.
Center of Resistance - considering the tooth in its alveolus, it is that point through which a pure
force would result in translation of the tooth without any rotational effect; for a given tooth the
center of resistance is found at approximately one-third (0.3 to 0.5) of the distance from the
alveolar crest to the apex, and its location does not change (unless root length or alveolar crest
height changes).
Center of Rotation - a point around which all points on the tooth rotate; the center of rotation
can change depending upon the forces and moments acting upon the tooth.
Centric relation – the maxillomandibular relationship in which the condyles articulate with the
thinnest avascular portion of their respective disks with the complex in the most anterior-superior
position against the shapes of the articular eminencies.
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Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) - is a medical imaging technique consisting of Xray computed tomography where the X-rays are divergent, forming a cone.
Customized Arch Wire - A commercially produced archwire that is modified in shape by the
doctor to uniquely fit each individual patient.
Dehiscence- A defect that results in lowering of the crestal bone margin to expose the root
surface.
Element I – The position in which a tooth is centered in basal bone with proper inclination for
optimal occlusion.
Element III – Distance between the mesio-lingual cusp tips of the right and left “Element I”
maxillary first molar is equal to the distance between the central fossae of the right and left
“Element I” mandibular first molar.
Facial Axis of the Clinical Crown (FACC) - For all teeth except molars, the most prominent
portion of the central lobe on each crown’s facial surface; for molars, the buccal groove that
separates the two large facial cusps.
FA Point - The point on the facial axis of the clinical crown that separates the gingival half of the
clinical crown from the occlusal half.
Fenestration- Isolated areas in which the root is denuded of bone, and the root surface is
covered only by periosteum and overlying gingiva.
Gingival - Term relating movement of an object or location of that object relative to the gingival
tissues.
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Gingival Recession- Displacement of the soft tissue margin apical t the cementoenamel
junction with exposure of the root surface.
Inclination - the tilt of the long axis of a tooth in the buccolingual or faciolingual direction.
Key I – Interarch relationships: (1) the mesiobuccal cusp of the maxillary first molar occludes in
the mesio-buccal groove of the mandibular first molar; (2) the distal marginal ridge of the
maxillary first molar occludes on the mesial marginal ridge of the mandibular first molar; (3) the
mesiolingual cusp of the maxillary first molar occludes in the central fossa of the mandibular
first molar; (4) the buccal cusps of the maxillary premolars rest in the embrasures of the
mandibular premolars; (5) the lingual cusps of the maxillary premolars rest in the fossae of the
mandibular premolars; (6) the maxillary incisors overlap the mandibular incisors and the
midlines of the maxillary and mandibular arch are coincident
Landmark- a point or line that represents anatomy that is actually or hypothetically positioned
correct that can be used to measure the quality of the position of anatomy that may or may not
be positioned incorrect.
Lingual - Term referring to the tooth surface that lies adjacent to the tongue.
Occlusal - Dental term relating to movement of an object of location of that object relative to
the chewing surfaces of the teeth.
Occlusal Plane - The occlusal plane defined by as Andrews as a line connecting the distal
marginal ridge of the maxillary first premolar and the distal marginal ridge of the maxillary first
molar.
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Preformed Archwire - A commercially shaped archwire that is produced on mass scales to yield
identical wire shape from one lot to the next.
Root Apex - the terminal end of the root of the tooth farthest from the incisal or occlusal side.
WALA Ridge - A band of soft tissue immediately superior to the mandible’s mucogingival
junction, that is at, or nearly at, the same superior or inferior level as the horizontal center of
rotation of the teeth in an arch.
WALA Horizontal – Distance from the tooth FA point to the WALA ridge.
WALA Vertical – The distance from the occlusal table to the WALA ridge.

ASSUMPTIONS

1. All CBCT images are 1:1 with no need for calibration.
2. All orthodontic casts and CBCT images are pre-treatment.
3. The reference occlusal plane, as identified in this study, is an accurate representation of
the line of occlusion and can be accurately identified.

LIMITATIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Coronal CBCT slices are not standardized.
Root morphologies are not standardized.
Center of resistance point is an estimated point.
WALA ridge is an estimated landmark.
Alveolar and basal bone boundaries are not always distinct on CBCT.
Operator error may be present since all measurements have been made with one
operator.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
DEFINING BASAL BONE
The terms basal bone and apical base are used interchangeably in the literature. Basal
bone as defined by common authors is the bone that underlies, supports, and is continuous
with the alveolar process3. The term “apical base” was first introduced by Lundstrom in 1923.
He defined the apical base as the section of bone upon which the teeth rest or are attached.
This concept failed to stimulate a sufficient response until Tweed introduced it as basal bone in
1944. At this time Tweed focused his research on placing the lower incisors upright over basal
bone to enhance long term stability. Tweed defined basal bone as the bony ridge over which
the mandibular central incisor must be situated to produce permanence of orthodontic results.
In 1948 Salzmann expanded on the definition to include the area in the jaws which begins at
the most constricted point on the body of the maxilla and mandible when seen on a lateral
cephalogram. This area included Downs’ Point A, Point B, and Lundstrom’s apical base and it
extends around the body of the maxilla or mandible at the most constricted portions parallel to
the alveolar process5. At this point in time no one had actually successfully defined or at least
applied the basal bone concept clinically with research to support its use. According to Brodie
the reason for this lack of definition of the apical base was the limitation of available methods6.
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“We have never investigated the so-called apical base, and the reason is not hard to
find. There is no method yet devised which will permit its accurate determination. The
term has never been satisfactorily defined, yet each person practicing orthodontia
seems to be quite certain of what is meant by the term. Upon critical questioning,
however, the definition becomes vague6.”(Brodie, 1950)

However, he suggested that after the teeth are lost and the alveolar bone resorbs the limits of
the apical base may be better determined6.

ALTERATIONS OF BASAL BONE

The transverse dimension in terms of basal bone modification is a controversial subject
among orthodontist7. Although the question whether basal bone is immutable or not has been
debated ever since the days of Edward Angle, many clinicians still debate whether it is possible
to alter the skeletal width of the maxilla or the mandible through either orthodontic or
orthopedic treatment7,8. Contemporary practice has directed attention to the mandibular arch
as the most limiting and therefore, of first consideration for diagnosis9.
Angle believed that each tooth positioned in its proper place has a definitive role in the
development of the jaws and that “bone growing” is possible under the concept of functional
development8,10. He argued that a full complement of teeth can and must be maintained when
correcting any case of malocclusion10. Frankel suggested that the dynamics of eruption could
be utilized to increase the alveolar growth by using vestibular shields8,11. The functional
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regulator appliance was used to displace the attachment of the lips and cheeks at the sulci in an
outward direction resulting in greater development of the basal bone8,11. Under the Functional
Matrix Theory proposed by Moss in the mid 1900’s it was theorized that the teeth were a
functional matrix for alveolar growth12. He argued that by changing the muscular forces
applied to the denture, expansion occurs as a secondary response and therefore can only be
stable if the new functional matrix supports this change12. As the continued growth and
eruption of the teeth proceed, induction of alveolar growth could occur with the formation of
an adequate bony support12. Fast forwarding to 2005, Damon developed his philosophy of
using resilient copper-nickel-titanium (CuNITI) wires to distribute expansion forces much
gentler than Angle’s gold, German silver, or chrome steel wires ever could provide13,14. He
suggested that the use of light forces in crowding cases could expand alveolar bone while
maintaining its integrity13. His approach maintains force levels in what he calls the “optimal
force zone” to alter the balance of forces among the lips, tongue, and muscles of the face
creating a new force equilibrium13.
In contrast to the previous authors some believe that the apical base is unable to be
modified. Lundstrom made a landmark contribution to orthodontics when he proposed a
theory that the apical base did not change to fit the normal occlusion, but rather the
establishment of normal occlusion was controlled by the apical base15. This belief contradicted
and criticized the previous teachings of Angle. Salzmann was in support of Lundstrom’s theory,
adding to the unaltered nature of basal bone5. He felt that no matter how the teeth and
alveolar process were modified by orthodontic means into different occlusal relationships the
basal arch would be static5. Strang believed that denture expansion as a treatment procedure
11

in the correction of malocclusion should be discarded and every effort should be directed
toward preserving the muscular balance16. He felt that muscular balance could not be ignored
or modified and was just as inflexible as in the growth pattern of the basal bone16. A couple
years later Brodie stated that extractions were used to accommodate the dentition to the
osseous base which was genetically predetermined in size and therefore described the apical
base as immutable6. Howes argued that if you compare the basal bone arch form of a patient
at 5 years of age versus 15 years of age there is no difference in form or shape even though the
form at the coronal level has change to allow for the eruption of the permanent teeth17 A more
recent study by Vanarsdall confirmed the fact that standard edgewise orthodontic treatment
does not have any effect on the basal structure of the maxilla or mandible7.

LOCATING AND MEASURING BASAL BONE

Although the definition of basal bone clearly describes an area that underlies the teeth
apices, clinicians have used many different methods to locate and quantify basal bone8.
Historically clinicians have assessed the apical base by clinical palpation or interpretation of
cephalometric radiographs18. Downs introduced two cephalometric landmarks, A point and B
point, to represent what he called the denture base19. He was interested in studying the
skeletal patterns of the face and used these points and others to develop his classic
cephalometric analysis. Riedel developed two angular measurements, SNA and SNB, from
Downs A and B points to assess the apical base relationships in the sagittal dimension.
Although this method describes the location of the anterior limits of the apical base it does not
quantify its size18.
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Howes was one of the first researchers to attempt to measure tooth size and supporting
bone and used dental casts for his analysis20. He found that the supporting bone was above the
palatal shelf and over the apices of the teeth20. By using a survey line above the apices of the
teeth without impinging on the mucobuccal fold and sectioning horizontally on this line, he was
able to remove the alveolar process and expose the supporting bone20. He found the basal arch
to be in the apical one-third of the alveolar bone in the maxilla and 8mm below the gingival
margin in the mandibular arch20. Rees also conducted a study using plaster models and found
the apical base to be 8 to 10 mm apical to the gingival margin21.
Falck defined the apical base as the area resulting from peripheral connection of two
reference points located 14mm away from buccal cusps of the primary first molars/premolars22.
Given that the primary molars have shorter cusps than the premolars; Miethke et al. argued
that Falck’s method of locating the apical base was inaccurate for comparing treatment
outcomes23. The difference in the crown heights between these two tooth types would change
reference points and thus change the apical base level23. To overcome this limitation Miethke
used gingival margins as a reference point similar to Howes and Rees23. He studied the effects
of Frankel’s functional regulator on apical base dimensions. Miethke et al. defined the apical
base as the peripheral connection of six referenced landmarks 5mm below the most apical
points of the gingival margins of the lower lateral incisors, canines, and second primary molars
or premolars23. In contrast to some authors using gingival margins to locate basal bone, Sergl,
Kerr, and McColl used the most concave contour of the buccal surface of the casts to measure
the basal bone area18.
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Most recently Kanaan and Bell conducted research to assess basal bone looking at
traditional cephalometric radiographs and CBCT. Kanaan measured basal bone perimeters from
traditionally available orthodontic records including dental plaster casts and cephelograms8.
The posterior limit of basal bone was defined as being perpendicular to the functional occlusal
plane mesial to the first molars8. Basal bone depth was determined by locating B point and
creating a horizontal plane parallel to the functional occlusal plane using the cephalometric
radiograph8. The measurements were then transferred to the dental casts, which was
sectioned to expose the basal bone shelf8. Estimates of the perimeter were made from the
basal bone shelf with stainless steel wires and an elliptical formula; however the perimeter
measurements did not take soft tissue anterior ridge thickness into consideration8. Bell used
cone beam computerized tomography in his study to demonstrate that basal bone at the level
of B point was very similar to basal bone at a level below the root tips demonstrating that it is
not necessary to consider bone lower than B point in order to have continuous CBCT slices back
to the second molars1. This study also denied strongly held beliefs that basal bone, alveolar
bone, and teeth have a strong relationship; it found significant correlations between crowding
and basal bone dimensions, although correlations were low and of little value in explaining the
relationships that were investigated. A study by Weaver in 2012 demonstrated a significant
correlation between the dental width and basal bone arch width based on the WALA ridge24.
Other works agreed that defining basal bone according to the WALA ridge was a relatively
simple clinical method of defining basal bone and that the arch shape at the crown level is of
sufficiency to base treatment archwires25-27.
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Based on the literature review there is no standard way of locating and measuring the
apical base. With the advent of CBCT there may be some hope of eliminating the ambiguity and
standardizing the reporting in the literature about the definition of basal bone to further
support the idea that the arch form at the crown level is no different from the bone level.

ALVEOLAR BONE

Alveolar bone is a specialized part of the maxillary and mandibular bones that forms the
primary support structure for teeth and is dependent upon the presence of teeth for its
preservation28. It is subjected to continual and rapid remodeling associated with tooth eruption
and subsequently the functional demands of mastication28. This ability to undergo rapid
remodeling is also important for the positional adaptation of the teeth but may be detrimental
to the progression of periodontal disease28. Alveolar bone comprises the alveolar process,
which is an extension of the basal bone of the jaws which develop from the first brachial arch
under the direction of homeobox gene expression28. The alveolar bone forms in relation to the
teeth but structurally it is similar to, and continuous with, the basal bone28. While the growth
and development of the jaw bones determines the position of the teeth, a certain degree of repositioning of teeth can be accomplished through occlusal forces and in response to
orthodontic procedures that rely on the adaptability of the alveolar bone and associated
periodontal tissues28.
Complete remodeling of the alveolar bone occurs when the primary dentition is
replaced by succedaneous teeth28. The alveolar bone associated with the primary tooth is
completely resorbed together with the roots of the tooth while new alveolar bone is formed to
15

support the newly erupted tooth28. Significant remodeling of the alveolar process also occurs
as part of this process. The ability of the alveolar bone to remodel rapidly also facilitates
positional adaptation of teeth in response to functional forces and in the physiological drift of
teeth that occurs with the development of the jaw bones28. Although there are architectural
specifications for alveolar bone that relate to its functional role, the basic cellular and matrix
components are consistent with other bone tissues28.
The effect of orthodontic treatment and various appliances on alveolar bone
morphology and boundary conditions in three planes of space can be assessed relatively well
with CBCT. Alveolar boundary conditions are the depth, height, and morphology of the alveolar
bone relative to tooth root dimensions, angulation, and spatial position29. Boundary conditions
are determined not only by dentoalveolar anatomy prior to treatment, but also by the bone’s
adaptability during tooth movement and its morphology following the final positioning of the
teeth29. Thus, in the context of orthodontic tooth movement, boundary conditions can be
considered to be dynamic and dependent on the patient’s pre-treatment bone and gingival
biotype as well as bone physiology29. This implies that pre-treatment status of alveolar
boundary conditions and their potential adaptation may dictate the limits of both the planned
tooth movement and the final desired spatial position and angulation of the tooth29. Failure to
stay within the alveolar bone has significant and often irreversible negative sequelae, such as
dehiscences and fenestrations29.
Alveolar bone adaptation is a critical aspect to the Damon system and other self-ligating
products that advocate the use of light forces in crowding cases to expand alveolar bone while
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maintaining its integrity13. The Damon system claims the ability to create a new force
equilibrium that allows the arch to reshape itself to accommodate the teeth, with the new arch
form determined by the body and not by the clinician or the system applied30. However it is
not clear how this system can deliver such a fine-tuned balance given the fact that even
extremely low forces have been shown to be sufficient to displace teeth30. Cattaneo et al. in
2011 conducted a randomized clinical trial to evaluate the effects of treatment with passive and
active self-ligating brackets using CBCT. This study evaluated the type of tooth movement,
amount of alveolar bone buccal to the second premolar, and buccal bone augmentation before
and after treatment in the maxilla. The results of this study revealed that no claims of true
expansion, buccal bone apposition, or Frankel-like effects could be verified. Although selfligating appliances such as the Damon system have been established for almost 20 years, there
are no published detailed investigations of arch dimensional changes related to treatment with
self-ligating systems31. Consequently, the implications of treatment with such appliances on
long term stability remain unclear31. There have been a number of isolated case reports
documenting dimensional changes with the Damon appliance system32,33. These cases have
described inter-molar width increases exceeding 10mm allowing non-extraction treatment; the
long term stability of such significant changes is likely to be reliant on permanent retention.
However, most advocates of self-ligating appliances do not aim for such expansion, preferring
to maintain pretreatment dimensions where possible.

PERIODONTAL CONSIDERATIONS WITH ORTHODONTIC TOOTH MOVEMENT
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The periodontium, which is an integral part of the dentoalveolar complex, requires
thorough evaluation, diagnosis and treatment sequencing as part of the orthodontic treatment
process34. The periodontal goal in orthodontic treatment has two components: health and
aesthetics. Bleeding on probing and pocket depths are generally considered reliable indicators
of active periodontal inflammation and must be managed successfully before orthodontic care
can be started. In order to assure periodontal health, teeth must be in the bone in all three
planes of space34. Centering teeth in the alveolar process and or over basal bone can help
ensure that biological parameters are respected to avoid complications and negative treatment
outcomes including but not limited to dehiscence, fenestration and gingival recession.
Therefore, orthodontic tooth movement requires that final tooth position should provide
appropriate osseous support. Periodontal aesthetics involves the relationship between gingival
contours in adjacent teeth and opposing arches. In a healthy and well-balanced system, dental
contours should be in harmony with gingival margins.
Gingival recession is described as exposure of the root surface by an apical shift in the
position of the gingiva. Many factors may contribute to the development of recession including
difficulty in plaque control due to fixed orthodontic appliances, coronally attached frenal and
muscle attachments, abnormal tooth position, overhanging restorations or crowns, transverse
expansion, proclination of teeth, fenestration, and dehiscence35. Clinically gingival recession is
always accompanied by alveolar bone dehiscence however it has not been clarified whether
underlying bone dehiscence is developed before or parallel with gingival recession36. Alveolar
dehiscence is a defect that results in lowering of the crestal bone margin to expose the root
surface37. Fenestrations are isolated areas in which the root is denuded of bone, and the root
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surface is covered only by periosteum and overlying gingiva35. The occurrence of dehiscence
and fenestration during orthodontic treatment depends on several factors such as the direction
of movement, the frequency and magnitude of orthodontic force, and the volume and integrity
of periodontal tissues38. Research has shown that facial tooth movement results in reduced
facial gingival dimensions, whereas an increase in facial gingival dimension is seen after lingual
movement39,40. It has been suggested that to avoid these complications, alveolar morphology
should be determined before orthodontic therapy begins through CBCT imaging which shows
bone topography and anatomy.
Animal experimentation has shown that predisposing bone dehiscence may be induced
by uncontrolled labial expansion of teeth through the cortical plate increasing the susceptibility
of those teeth to the development of gingival recession24. However, experimental studies have
shown that labial bone reforms in the in the area of dehiscence with an intact junctional
epithelium when the tooth is returned to its proper position with the root centered within the
alveolar process41. Wennstrom showed that teeth that were moved orthodontically in a labial
direction into areas with varying thickness and quality of marginal soft tissue, showed an apical
displacement of the soft tissue margin and a reduced alveolar height42. This study suggested
that regardless of the marginal gingival thickness, facial movement beyond the alveolar bone
results in attachment loss.
In the permanent dentition, both the maxillary rapid expansion and the slow maxillary
expansion may cause buccal bone dehiscence in the posterior teeth, mainly in patients with an
initial thin buccal bone plate. Maxillary first premolars showed more critical bone dehiscences
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than the first molars during RME due to anatomical characteristics of the maxilla43. The
maxillary first premolars are located in an area which becomes narrower upwards so that bodily
buccal movement leads to much easier perforation of the alveolar bone43. First molars are
located in an area that widens upwards usually avoiding negative consequences from
expansion. Hyrax expanders were found to cause more extensive dehiscence than Haas type
expanders43. The periodontal consequences of rapid maxillary expansion in the permanent
dentition highlight the importance of early intervention. If RPE is accomplished during the
deciduous and mixed dentition a greater orthopedic effect can be produced, limiting the
movement of the anchor teeth43. Although expansion of the arch form has been shown to
produce gingival recession when expressed beyond the alveolar bone, similar findings were
seen when maxillary transverse discrepancies were not corrected24. Anzilotti determined that a
transverse skeletal discrepancy is a risk marker for identifying patients susceptible to gingival
recession and periodontal disease when discrepancies of 5mm or greater go uncorrected.
Therefore, expansion or lack of expansion of the arch form can be damaging to the periodontal
patient. The key to maintaining attachment is to produce movement that results in tooth
movements within the alveolar bone.

CONE BEAM COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (CBCT) IN ORTHODONTICS

Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) has gained much interest as a diagnostic tool
in orthodontics since being first introduced comprehensively at the 2002 symposium titled
“Craniofacial Imaging in the 21st Century”29. The CBCT evolved from the original computerized
tomography (CT) developed by Hounsfield in 1967. The main difference is that the CBCT allows
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for a single rotation versus a CT using multiple passes and stacking the slices into one image
while also increasing the radiation exposure needed44. Given the exponentially increasing
research and clinical information on a CBCT, most clinicians can appreciate the benefit of its
usefulness on patients presenting with specific clinical challenges, however its routine use on
every orthodontic patient remains controversial. Since it is not clear that the information
derived from CBCT enhances diagnosis or helps in modifying treatments in several case types,
which is important particularly when weighed against the risk of radiation exposure, most
clinicians at this time make use of the CBCT technology on a case by case basis29.

THE SIX ELEMENTS OF OROFACIAL HARMONY
The Andrews® Six Elements Orthodontic Philosophy™ 45 is a complete analysis that
provides a thorough diagnosis and leads to a custom treatment plan for each individual patient.
The Six Elements of Orofacial Harmony™ is defined by Lawrence F. Andrews as “six
characteristics (within dentistry’s milieu) that are essential for optimal orofacial health and
appearance45. The six characteristics include Element I: dental arch shape and length; Element
II: anteroposterior jaw positions; Element III: buccolingual jaw positions; Element IV:
superoinferior jaw positions; Element V: pogonion prominence and Element VI: dental
occlusion. Andrews established a set of objectives, goals, landmarks and referents to define the
optimality of each element. The Six Elements™ allows for a comprehensive classification
system representing both the position of the teeth and the jaws. Andrews suggests that each
Element be “uniquely correct for each person45. This classification system differs from
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traditional analyses; in that the position of the jaws and teeth are not based on cephalometric
norms.
Below is a brief summary to provide an introduction to each Element. For a
comprehensive guide to the Six Elements of Orofacial Harmony, please refer to the Andrews®
Foundation course syllabus45. Dr. Andrews’s study of optimal dental casts established the basis
from which he developed the fully programmed Straight Wire Orthodontic Appliance. This
discovery revolutionized contemporary orthodontic treatment.

ELEMENT I:

Element I describes the shape and length of the dental arches. An arch is optimal when
teeth are positioned in the correct inclination, roots are centered in basal bone, and the curve
of spee is between 0-2.5mm. The dental arch shape of the mandible is determined by
evaluating the bucco-lingual distance between each tooth’s facial-axis (FA) point and the WALA
Ridge. The WALA ridge is the ridge of soft tissue directly superior to the mucogingival junction
and is suggested to approximate the center of rotation of each tooth. The buccolingual
distance between the FA point and the WALA ridge progressively decreases from posterior to
anterior. The distance averages 2.2 mm at the second molar and 0.1 mm at the central incisor.
The maxillary arch form is then established based on the mandibular arch form.
The lateral cephalometric radiograph is used to determine Element I incisors. The
occlusal plane is first identified using the Andrews template to determine the proper inclination
of the maxillary and mandibular central incisors with the roots centered in basal bone. The
template incisor inclination relative to the occlusal plane ensures an optimal inclination (7° for
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the maxillary incisor and -1° for the mandibular incisor) relative to the dental arch’s perimeter
line.
An evaluation of Element I will require an analysis of the core discrepancy (crowding).
Calculations must be made to determine the effects that uprighting the molars, leveling the
curve of Spee, expanding the maxilla and proclining/retroclining the incisors will create on the
core discrepancy. These are used to determine the interim core discrepancy (ICD). A positive
ICD indicates spacing whereas a negative ICD indicates crowding. The ICD is then utilized for
treatment decisions such as the need for proclination, interproximal reduction, or extractions.

ELEMENT II:

Element II is an evaluation of the anteroposterior position of the jaws. The Goal Anterior
Limit Line (GALL) represents the frontal plane of the head, and is identified based on an
evaluation of the forehead shape and inclination. Three classifications of forehead shapes are
determined; straight, angular, and round. The forehead points, trichion, superion, glabella and
the foreheads facial axis point, are identified for each patient based on forehead shape. The
distance between the forehead anterior limit line (FALL) and the dentition’s anterior limit line
(DALL) is evaluated clinically with the patient in an upright head position and recorded. The
DALL is a line passing through the FA point of the maxillary incisor that parallels the frontal
plane of the head. The FALL is a line passing through the FFA point of the forehead that
parallels the frontal plane of the head. The angular measurement determined by the forehead
inclination (superion and/or trichion to glabella) relative to the FALL is recorded. The FALL is
equivalent to the GALL with a forehead inclination between -7° to + 7°. For every degree
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beyond the range -7° to +7°, the GALL lies 0.6 mm anterior to the FALL, without exceeding
glabella.
An optimal Element II maxilla requires the FA point of the maxillary central incisor to lie
on the GALL. The maxilla can be classified as black (retrognathic) or red (prognathic) by
measuring the distance from the maxillary incisor FA point to the GALL. An optimal Element II
mandible is determined relative to an optimal Element II maxilla, with the teeth in an Element I
position and a Key I dental relationship. The mandible can be classified as black (retrognathic)
or red (prognathic) by measuring the distance from the optimal Element I and Element II
maxillary incisor to the Element I mandibular incisor.
The AP jaw classification represents the jaw discrepancy relative to optimally positioned
incisors. This is different from traditional cephalometric assessments which assess the jaw
positions based on linear measurements or angles of specific jaw landmarks such as ANB.

ELEMENT III:

Element III is an evaluation of the transverse dimension of the maxilla relative to the
mandible. The mandible represents the basis from which to measure the optimal bucco-lingual
position of the maxilla. The cusp-cusp and fossa-fossa distances are measured within the
maxilla and mandible with the teeth in an Element I position to determine if a discrepancy
exists. If there is a discrepancy, the maxilla can be orthopedically or surgically expanded to
match the mandibular width. The distance between FA point of the mandibular posterior teeth
and WALA ridge, is used to determine the Element I tooth position and if uprighting is needed
for mandibular posterior teeth inclined to the lingual. The amount of uprighting should be
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incorporated into the fossa-fossa transverse mandibular measurements to provide the most
accurate transverse measurements.

ELEMENT IV:

The optimal jaw heights in the supero-inferior dimension are evaluated with Element IV.
Jaw heights are optimal when: the teeth are in centric relation, the supero-inferior positions of
the Element I maxillary central incisors are in harmony with the inferior border of the upper lip
in repose, the occlusal plane inclination is between +2 and +10 º relative to a patient in
adjusted upright head position, and the lower anterior and posterior face heights are within
10mm of the middle anterior face height.

ELEMENT V:

Element V is an evaluation of hard-tissue AP pogonion prominence. Element V is
defined as optimal based on a pogonion prominence that lies on a line 90° to the occlusal plane
that passes through the FA point of the Element I mandibular incisor. The amount of deviation
anterior or posterior to this line is recorded as positive or negative, respectively.

ELEMENT VI:

The Six Keys to Optimal Occlusion is the basis for Element VI. When all six keys are
present, Element VI is considered optimal. Lawrence F. Andrews published The Six Keys to
Normal Occlusion4which he later modified the name to the Six Keys to Optimal Occlusion.
Andrews studied 120 dental casts with optimal occlusions to determine if there were any
universal characteristics that exist. Within these casts the constancy of features were found:
Key; I) correct interarch relationships; II) correct crown angulation; III) correct crown inclination;
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IV) absence of rotations; V) tight contacts; and VI) a flat curve of Spee. These characteristics
which define an optimal occlusion are widely used and accepted.

CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN
OVERVIEW

IRB exemption was obtained by the West Virginia University Institutional review board
prior to the start of this study (Appendix A). Pre-treatment orthodontic records including CBCT
images and mandibular plaster casts were obtained retrospectively from Carl P. Roy
Orthodontics in Virginia Beach, Virginia. The letter of permission from Carl P. Roy orthodontics
was obtained (Appendix B). Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) images captured with
an i-CAT CBCT machine were downloaded onto a Toshiba 1Tb external hard drive after being DE
identified. The CBCT images were digitized and analyzed using Carestream 3D Imaging Software
Version 3.5.7. Mandibular plaster casts were digitally scanned using the Ortho Insight 3D
scanner from Motion View Software, LLC.
WALA horizontal measurements were measured using the Six Elements of Orofacial
Harmony software developed by Lawrence F. Andrews and Motion View Software, LLC. WALA
vertical measurements were obtained from the plaster casts by digital caliper. Coronal CBCT
images were used to visualize and measure tooth positions of pre-treatment mandibular
posterior teeth.
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METHODOLOGY
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

34 samples were randomly selected from the private orthodontic practice of Dr. Carl P.
Roy in Virginia Beach, VA. Subject selection was based on the following:
Inclusion Criteria:
•

Any patient 12-18 years of age in the permanent dentition with no previous
orthodontic treatment.

•

A pretreatment cone beam computed tomography taken prior to
orthodontic treatment.

•

A Pretreatment mandibular cast taken prior to orthodontic treatment.

Exclusion Criteria:
•

Presence of any craniofacial anomalies; e.g.: Cleft lip and palate.

•

Absence of mandibular first and second molars.

•

Absence of mandibular first and second premolars.

•

Abnormal root morphology.
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•

Any previous orthodontic treatment.

WALA VERTICAL CAST ANALYSIS (WV)

The WALA ridge landmark was identified on each plaster cast and marked with red
pencil (Figure 1). A stainless steel endodontic ruler was then laid across the occlusal surface of
each posterior tooth including second molar (M2), first molar (M1), second premolar (P2), and
first premolar (P1) and its contralateral counterpart (Figure 2). A digital caliper was then used
to measure the distance in millimeters from the top surface of the ruler to the WALA ridge on
each tooth (Figure 3). 0.5mm was subtracted from each measurement to account for the ruler
thickness.

Figure 1: WALA Ridge Landmark
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Figure 2: WALA Ridge Landmark & reference occlusal plane

Figure 3: Illustration of WALA Vertical Measurement

WALA HORIZONTAL CAST ANALYSIS (WH)
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Mandibular casts were digitally scanned using the Ortho Insight 3D scanner from Motion
View Software, LLC. Digital models were then calibrated and landmarks identified per the
software specifications. WALA horizontal measurements of the second molars (M2), first
molars (M1), second premolars (P2), and first premolars (P1) were obtained digitally using the
Six Elements of Orofacial Harmony beta software module from Motion View Software, LLC
(Figure 4). Once the WALA measurements were obtained and recorded, each of the values
were subtracted from the norms proposed by Dr. Andrews (Table 1). This new value represents
the difference between the actual and norm values and is defined as DWALA.

DWALA = WALA Horizontal - NORM

Table 1: WALA Ridge Norms

Tooth Type
First Premolar
Second Premolar
First Molar
Second Molar

WALA Horizontal
Norms
0.8
1.3
2
2.2
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Figure 4: WALA ridge using the 6 Elements software

CBCT ANALYSIS

All de-identified dicom CBCT patient files were downloaded onto the Carestream 3D
Imaging Software Version 3.5.7 for data collection. No calibration was necessary; CBCT images
were already 1:1. See table 2 for data points and reference line descriptions. See table 3 for
CBCT Variables. Each Posterior tooth type, second molar (M2), first molar (M1), second
premolar (P2) and first premolars (P1) were evaluated as follows:
Table 2: DATA Points & Reference Lines
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Points
ROP
CR
ABC2
ABC1
APA
APB
BBC
IBB
LAI
WV
WH

Description
Reference Occlusal Plane
Center of Resistance
Alveolar Bone Center at level of Center of Resistance
Location
Alveolar Bone Center at level of Apex Location
Apex Point Alveolar
Apex Point Basal Bone
Basal Bone Center
Most Inferior Basal Bone Border
Tooth Long Axis Inclination (degrees)
WALA Vertical
WALA Horizontal

Table 3: CBCT Variables

CONSTRUCTION OF REFERENCE OCCLUSAL PLANE & LONG AXIS INCLINATION ANALYSIS

All measurements were made perpendicular or parallel to the ROP. The LAI provides
information on the inclination of the tooth relative to the ROP.
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Figure 6: Example ROP and LAI

WALA VERTICAL TO CR ANALYSIS

The center of resistance was first measured from a sagittal view. Molars were measured from
the top of the crown to the furcation area (Figure 7). Premolars were measured 1/3 of the
distance from the alveolar crest to the apex. Premolars were then measured from the top of
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the crown to CR point. CR and WALA Vertical measurements were transferred to the coronal
view (figure 8). The distance of these two points was then measured and notated as D4.

Figure 7: Measuring CR in sagittal view
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Figure 8: WALA Vertical & Center of Resistance in the coronal view
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ALVEOLAR BONE ANALYSIS

Alveolar bone measurements were obtained at the center of resistance point (CR) and
apex point alveolar (APA). The buccal lingual distance from the alveolar bone internal cortex
was measured. This value was then divided in half to approximate the center of the alveolar
bone at each location represented by ABC1 and ABC2. The distance of CR and APA away from
the alveolar center point was noted as D1 and D2 (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Alveolar bone measurements in the coronal view
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BASAL BONE ANALYSIS

Basal bone measurements were obtained at the basal bone center point (BBC) which
was located vertically by taking half the distance from the tooth apex to the most inferior basal
bone border (IBB). Once this vertical position was found, the buccal lingual distance from the
basal bone internal cortex was measured. This value was then divided in half to approximate
the center of the basal bone (BBC). The apex point basal bone (APB) was then constructed with
a line from the tooth apex and perpendicular to the ROP to identify the apex location relative to
the basal bone. The distance from BBC to APB was measured and noted as D3 (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Basal bone measurements in the coronal view
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The statistical analysis was carried about by the statistician (E.G.) using the JMP
version 10 SAS Software. Descriptive statistics were performed to evaluate the mean,
standard deviation, minimum, and maximum. Hypothesis of closeness for various
variables studied were tested and the p-values calculated. Single linear regression
analysis was performed to evaluate the relationship between both the long axis
inclination and WALA ridge variables compared to the D1, D2, D3, variables.

CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Descriptive statistics were used to determine the mean, standard deviation,
minimum and maximum and p-value for each of the variables. Tables 4 & 5 illustrate the
results.

Table 4: WALA Vertical to Center of Resistance
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Table5: Variables D1, D2, D3

SINGLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Single linear regression analysis was performed to evaluate the correlation
between both the long axis inclination and WALA Ridge variables compared to the D1,
D2, D3, variables. Long axis inclination and WALA Ridge Variables were also analyzed
together for correlation. The following tables (6-12) illustrate the results within each
specific category.

Table 6: Long Axis Inclination/Center of Resistance In Alveolar Bone
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Table 7: Long Axis Inclination/Apex Point In Alveolar Bone

Table 8: Long Axis Inclination/Apex Point Over Basal Bone

Table 9: DWALA/Center of Resistance In Alveolar Bone
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Table 10: DWALA/Apex Point In Alveolar Bone

Table 11: DWALA/Apex Point Over Basal Bone

Table 12: Long Axis Inclination/DWALA
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
WALA VERTICAL TO CENTER OF RESISTANCE ANALYSIS

Andrews proposed the WALA Ridge in 2000 to serve as a primary landmark for assessing
mandibular arch shape and providing a template for the maxillary transverse width. The WALA
Ridge is a band of soft tissue immediately superior to the mandible’s mucogingival junction and
has been hypothesized to be at or nearly at the same vertical level as the center of rotation of
the teeth in an arch. The WALA Vertical was measured to determine the location of the WALA
Ridge in a vertical dimension compared to the location of each posterior tooth’s center of
resistance. The findings in this study reveal statistical significance (p-value <.05) that the center
of resistance and WALA Ridge were located at or near each other for all mandibular posterior
teeth (P1-D4), (P2-D4), (M1-D4), & (M2-D4). This finding may suggest that the use of custom
archwires may aid the clinician in establishing a proper tooth position by simple tipping
mechanics.

CENTER OF RESISTANCE POINT ANALYSIS

Descriptive statistics where performed on each individual variable D1, D2, & D3.
However, because D2 and D3 variables evaluate the centeredness of the apex of posterior
teeth at the level of the alveolar apex point and basal bone apex point only, with no
relationship to the WALA ridge or long axis inclination, this information is not clinically
applicable. Also the p-values for these variables do not have any consistent statistical
significance with the values greatly scattered (table 5).
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On the other hand, D1 assessed the centeredness of the posterior teeth at the center of
resistance point which has merit without including the WALA Ridge and long axis inclination.
The findings in this study reveal statistical significance (p-value <.05) for all posterior teeth at
the center of resistance level (P1-D1), (P2-D1), (M1-D1), & (M2-D1). The finding in this sample
suggests that the center of resistance is likely located in the center of the alveolar bone.
Clinically this is important because if teeth are treated with a custom WALA archwire and
tipped, then it can be hypothesized that they would at the least be centered in the alveolar
bone.

LONG AXIS INCLINATION ANALYSIS AT D1, D2, & D3

One of the goals when attempting to achieve a healthy functional occlusion is to have
the occlusal forces directed down the long axis of the tooth. This is often accomplished by
uprighting molar teeth so that the occlusal tables are level. Premolars differ from molars in the
fact that the anatomy of the occlusal table makes it hard to standardize a level table. For this
reason the long axis inclination was used instead of the occlusal table inclination in order to
better standardize the measurements between molar and premolar teeth.
Long axis inclination was determined for each posterior tooth and single linear
regression was performed to determine correlation at variables D1, D2, D3. At the level of the
center of resistance (D1) there was only correlation at the second molar (M2) with a p-value of
0.036. The apex point alveolar (D2) showed correlation at the first premolar (P1) with a p-value
of 0.0049, however no other teeth at this level in the bone showed correlation with statistical
significance. At the level of the basal bone (D3) there was again correlation with the first
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premolar (P1) with a p-value of 0.0485. The second premolar (P2), first molar (M1), and second
molar (M2) showed no correlation with statistical significance. It should also be noted that
although the first premolar (P1) showed statistical significance it closely approached the cut off
for significance.

DWALA ANALYSIS AT D1, D2, & D3

The WALA Ridge is a bridge between a clinician’s goal in theory and actual clinical
execution. When teeth are treated to this landmark it has been proposed that teeth will have
been tipped to their proper position and centered over basal bone. This linear regression
analysis assessed the validity of this idea by evaluating posterior teeth as they approach the
WALA Ridge (DWALA) and correlating their relationship to the variables D1, D2, and D3.
DWALA shows no correlation for any posterior teeth at the center of resistance location (D1).
At apex point alveolar the second molar (M2) has statistical significance with a p-value of
0.0111. P1, P2, and M1 show no correlation. At the level of the basal bone the second molar
(M2) has statistical significance with a p-value of 0.032. P1, P2, and M1 show no correlation.
These results showed to be inconsistent and with no statistical significance for all posterior
teeth studied.

LONG AXIS INCLINATION & DWALA ANALYSIS

Linear regression analysis was performed to evaluate the correlation for the long axis
inclination and DWALA. In theory as a tooth is more upright it would approach the WALA ridge
norms. Statistical significance (p-value <.05) was found for the second premolar (P2) and first
molar (M1). P2 had a p-value of 0.0414. M1 had a p-value of <.0001 showing very strong
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correlation. There was no correlation found for the first premolar (P1) or second molar (M2).
P1 had a p-value of 0.7985 and M2 with a p-value of 0.1387. These results showed to be
inconsistent and with no statistical significance across the board.

CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY

The objectives of this study included:
1. To investigate if the roots of more optimally inclined teeth as defined by the long axis
inclination and WALA Ridge are more centered over basal bone.
2. To investigate if the roots of more optimally inclined teeth as defined by the long axis
inclination and WALA Ridge are more centered in alveolar bone.
3. To investigate if the estimated center of resistance point is most often centered in alveolar
bone, validating the need to simply tip teeth to their ideal position.
4. To investigate if the current concept of “centeredness over basal bone” is a misnomer and
the term alveolar arch or ridge is a more accurate description due to its clinical application
and the fact that the alveolar process is the investing structure of the teeth.
5. To investigate if the WALA ridge is located at or near the estimated center of resistance of
molar and premolar teeth.

The following null hypotheses were rejected:
1. The WALA ridge soft tissue landmark is not located at or near the center of resistance of
premolar and molar teeth.
2. The center of resistance point is most often not centered in the alveolar bone.
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The following null hypotheses were accepted:
1. The root apices of teeth with FA points more optimally related to the WALA Ridge are not
more centered over basal bone.
2. The center of resistance of teeth with FA points more optimally related to the WALA Ridge
are not more centered in alveolar bone.
3. The root apices of teeth with FA points more optimally related to the WALA Ridge are not
more centered in alveolar bone.
4. The root apices of more upright posterior teeth based on the long axis inclination are not
more centered over basal bone.
5. The center of resistance of more upright posterior teeth based on the long axis inclination
are not more centered in alveolar bone.
6. The root apices of more upright posterior teeth based on the long axis inclination are not
more centered in alveolar bone.
7. The FA point of more upright posterior teeth based on long axis inclination are not more
related to the WALA Ridge per Andrews’ Element 1.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study lead to the following conclusions:
1. The WALA Ridge soft tissue landmark is located at or near the center of resistance for all
posterior teeth.
2. The center of resistance of all posterior teeth can most often be found in the center of the
alveolar bone.
3. Teeth more closely related to the WALA ridge landmark are not more centered over basal
bone.
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4. Teeth more closely related to the WALA ridge landmark are not more centered in alveolar
bone.
5. More upright posterior teeth based on long axis inclination are not more centered over
basal bone.
6. More upright posterior teeth based on long axis inclination are not more centered in
alveolar bone.
7. The FA point of more upright posterior teeth based on long axis inclination are not more
related to the WALA Ridge per Andrews’ Element 1.
CHAPTER 7: SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The following areas could be evaluated:
1. Orthodontic research sample could be evaluated with pre and post CBCT images of patients
treated with custom WALA archwires to assess tooth position in alveolar bone and over
basal bone.
2. Due to the fact that this was a pilot study, continued data could be collected and analyzed
to increase the sample size to see if any new conclusions could be found. Also the data
could be collected by more than one person.
3. The same study could be conducted evaluating mandibular anterior teeth.
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